January 29, 1923.

Your Mother and Her Grandchildren.

What makes you admire as well as love your mother?
Is it paint?
Is it a nose painted red with gin?
Is it skill in mixing coctails?
Is it an ability to dance divinely?

Be Square With Your Children.

Give your children as good a mother as your father gave you. You cannot do this if you have wrong ideals, and your ideals come from your associations.

The Value of Modesty.

Modesty is the safeguard of Purity. If you want ot be proud of your wife, associate only with girls who know the full meaning of modesty. If you want your children to be proud of their mother, begin now to respect all women.

A Helpmate.

God made Eve to be a helpmate to Adam -- and she immediately became a hindrance. The daughters of Eve can help or hinder your eternal salvation. Choose a wife who will make you save your soul.

Do You Wear A Scapular?

The scapular is a badge of the Blessed Virgin and an emblem of purity. But for the Blessed Virgin, and the Christian ideal of Chastity, the "civilized world" would probably ceased to exist long ago.

What Are We Coming To?

The Blessed Virgin is the glorious ideal of virginity and motherhood. The trouble nowadays that women want to be neither virgins nor mothers.

Bed-Time Story.

VI

Would he have to drive mules to get a vocabulary like that? Hardly. But the baffling ease and the magnificent flow made him see that there was somthing in atmosphere. He wondered again.

Stepping from the ferry he made his way along the dock. A shrill voice caught his ear -- and its tone excited his fancy -- he hastened on. From the depths of a lighter came the sound sharp, quick, distinct, like the blows of a trip-hammer. He took out his watch -- 90/00, 120, 130 -- 135 seconds without a stop -- and he never repeated himself once. Achitophel took off his hat to the longshoreman.